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1. Tokyo’s Vision
— 10-Year Project for Green Tokyo
 Background to the development of the Basic Policies on the 10-Year
Project for Green Tokyo
x Tokyo once had a vast open area with waterfront space and greenery that was cultivated in
the Edo period. However, with the advancement of urbanization, water and greenery have
been lost. After the period of high economic growth and the economic bubble, greenery in
urban Tokyo has become scarce.
x To address the loss of greenery, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government (TMG) has undertaken
various measures to create and preserve greenery, by formulating a Green Master Plan, a
Greenery Doubling Plan and a Green Tokyo Plan. Yet Tokyo’s greenery is being
transformed.
x Greenery in urban areas brings pleasant and comfortable features to the lifestyles of
residents. In addition, greenery in urban areas has assumed increasingly varied and
important roles in safeguarding against urban disasters, improving the urban environment
including countering the heat island effect, creating a beautiful urban landscape and
preserving the ecosystem.
x Given the above situation, TMG developed the “10-Year Plan” at the end of 2006. In the
document, TMG placed priority on “regenerating Tokyo into a beautiful city surrounded by
a corridor of water and greenery” in the Government’s measures for the next decade.
x In line with the formulation of the “10-Year Plan,” in January 2007 TMG established the
Green Urban Development Promotion Headquarters, a cross-sectional, strategic organization
dedicated to the promotion of the 10-Year Project for Green Tokyo in an all-out effort to
reinforce TMG’s green measures.
x The Basic Policy on the 10-Year Project for Green Tokyo aims to regenerate its abundant
greenery and represents the basic concept and directions of the green measures TMG will
pursue.

 Ideal Tokyo in 10 years envisioned by the 10-Year Project for Green
Tokyo
• Formation of a “green road network” connecting large scale plots of greenery
with roadside trees
• Creation of a green island in Tokyo as large as the Imperial Palace’s grounds
(Development of Umi-no-Mori)
• Creation of a green space with a size of 1,000 ha (equal to the total area of 1,500
football fields)
• To wage a “green movement,” a Tokyo-wide campaign to gather momentum for
greening and to encourage action
• To double roadside trees in Tokyo to 1 million
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2. Basic Concept of the Policies on the 10-Year Project for
Green Tokyo
Establish a framework to help every resident of Tokyo to take a
positive interest in, cultivate and protect greenery
Greenery brings comfort to the human spirit and are indispensable to people in urban areas. The
greenery lost in the process of the development of Tokyo can be regarded as spiritual riches that we
lost in exchange for material wealth. For Tokyo to develop into a mature city, we must restore and
preserve our precious greenery.
To this end, it is necessary for each citizen of Tokyo to take an interest in greenery. The driving
force for creating a verdant Tokyo will be people’s wish to nurture green areas in their lives in
which greenery is scarce and to cherish abundant greenery.
— The leading players in restoring greenery to Tokyo are its citizens —

TMG will introduce a variety of methods such as guidance and
regulations to create and conserve greenery.
TMG has implemented appropriate guidance and regulations for greening. In the coming years,
TMG will introduce well-modulated guiding methodologies that will have greater effects in creating
greenery. By reinforcing greening standards and other regulations, the government aims to enhance
both the quantity and quality of greenery in Tokyo.
Meanwhile, to preserve existing greenery such as yashiki-rin (homestead woodlands), urban
agricultural land, Satoyama, zoki-bayashi (shrub land) and forests, TMG will employ various
regulating and guiding methodologies to preserve as much greenery as possible in development
projects.
Cooperation with municipal governments is indispensable in the creation and preservation of
greenery. TMG strengthens such cooperation.

Greenery in Tamagawa Channel
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Improve green networks by making effective use of financial tools
such as donations and other private funding as well as foundations
To achieve rich greenery and enhanced green networks in Tokyo, concerted efforts must be made to
create greenery, with the participation of all sectors of society, including residents of Tokyo and
private companies.
TMG will establish new fund-raising programs and encourage participation by residents, companies
and other entities to optimize the use of private funds. At the same time, TMG will steadily
implement the investment necessary to create greenery by making use of the Tokyo metropolitan
fund for measures to prevent global warming.
TMG will also utilize its tax system to preserve agricultural land and other valuable greenery in
urban areas and to create new greenery.

Roadside trees in Omotesando
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3. Four Policies —
Aiming to Restore Tokyo’s Abundant Greenery
Policy I: Stage a “green movement” led by the residents of Tokyo
and businesses
To restore Tokyo into a city of lush greenery, it is necessary for each resident to take an active
interest in nurturing and protecting greenery. To restore the abundant greenery lost in the process of
the development of Tokyo is to regain our hometown. It is fundamental to the development of a
green city that people live with a sense of nostalgia and gratitude to their hometown.
Efforts by businesses are indispensable in achieving a green Tokyo, in addition to the efforts by
individual residents. All players in society, including residents and companies, must make a
concerted effort to create greenery and initiate a green movement across the society.

{ Greenery carefully tended by residents
x To conduct campaigns that make each resident more familiar with greenery, raise their
awareness of greenery and to encourage them to grow greenery
x To examine a possible system for “memorial trees”: to plant a tree in celebration of joyous
events in people’s lives, such as the birth of a child, marriage or longevity celebration, and to
provide many opportunities to grow greenery with residents
x

To let residents plant trees in various locations such as community events

x In cooperation with municipal governments and at events intended for the participation of
residents, nursery trees produced in Tokyo will be distributed to encourage tree-planting on
private land.

{ Development of “Umi-no-Mori (green island)” in cooperation with
residents and companies
x “Umi-no-Mori” is a new park to be
developed at the disposal site in the
Inner Central Breakwater Landfill
Site. It will be the central base for
the creation of a wind belt from the
sea.
x To develop Umi-no-Mori, an individual
Umi-no-Mori Park in 30 years (Image)
small fund-raising mechanism will
be established promptly and TMG
will request the participation of residents in every opportunity.
TMG will employ new project methods where residents, companies and NPOs collaborate
on a variety of initiatives, such as the production of nursery trees, the construction of local
facilities and operations.
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{ Establishment of new green fund-raising schemes that would foster a
“donation culture” in Tokyo
x A new green fund will be established by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government in fall 2007 to
stimulate the green movement in society as a whole, including residents and companies in
Tokyo.
x The new green fund scheme will be easy to understand and participate in for residents and
companies in Tokyo. Specifically, tax incentives on contributions to the fund will be utilized.
The fund will also incorporate a mechanism to provide a variety of other benefits to
contributors, such as plates inscribed with the names of private contributors and announcing
contributor companies to the public.
x Collaboration with cultural and sporting organizations is under consideration.
Establishment of New Green Fund-Raising Schemes that would Foster a
“Donation Culture” in Tokyo
{ Easy-to-understand and easily acceptable schemes for residents and
companies in Tokyo
x Tax benefits and other incentives for making donations
x The new scheme will be operated in conjunction with other existing
greening fund-raising activities by consolidating all contact and inquiries.
{ Central roles in the green movement
x Promotional system that utilizes the executive committee, with the
participation of the private sector
x Fully-fledged campaigns through forming tie-ups with events and in
cooperation with public relations activities

{ Voluntary greening activities by private businesses and organizations
x Momentum for greening will be created by publicizing pioneering activities and model
greening activities implemented by private businesses and organizations.
x TMG will encourage the expansion of the pioneering and model greening efforts and
propose maintenance and management methods after the completion of the greening
programs in cooperation with NPOs.
x TMG will spread and promote greening technologies and stimulate voluntary initiatives by
private businesses and organizations. To this end, the Government will recommend
inexpensive and highly-effective greening technologies and organize greening symposiums,
trade fairs of leading-edge greening technologies and business matching events.

Greening of a railroad embankment
(Tokyu Toyoko Line)

Greening in private development
(Marunouchi Park Building)
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Policy II: Enhance green network by doubling number of roadside
trees
Tokyo has preserved a certain amount of greenery, such as in the Outer Garden of The Imperial
Palace and Yoyogi Park. However, these green areas are not sufficient for use as organically linked
environmental resources. To revitalize Tokyo’s greenery, it is necessary for TMG, residents and
companies to make concerted efforts to enhance the existing green network and establish new areas
of greenery.

{ Roadside utility poles will be replaced by trees. Roadside trees will
be increased to approximately 700,000 trees in four years. They will
be doubled to 1 million trees by the end of fiscal 2015.
x The number of roadside trees in Tokyo at the end of fiscal 2005 was 480,000. The number
will be increased to about 700,000 by the end of fiscal 2010 and 1 million by the end of
2015, by planting trees with the construction of new roads, removing utility poles and
renovation of existing roads. This includes roadside trees planted along municipal roads and
those with the development of areas and the construction of port roads.
x TMG will endeavor to plant and maintain abundant and diverse species of roadside trees to
match the character of the region, such as planting tall trees along new roads and planting
medium height trees between the existing tall trees when renovating existing roads. At the
same time, tree planting projects will be aligned with area development projects, including
land readjustment, redevelopment and integrated road development projects.
x All utility poles along metropolitan roads within a central core area will be removed by the
end of fiscal 2015. Utility poles along metropolitan roads mainly in commercial districts
outside the central core area will also be removed. After removing the poles, trees will be
planted to create a beautiful urban landscape and form a corridor of abundant roadside
greenery, making Tokyo into a more livable city.

Existing tall trees

Medium height trees
to be planted

Illustration of medium height trees
planted between tall trees

Coordination with the area development project
(Nishi Shinjuku)
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{ Add more than 180 hectares to the city and seaside parks in the
coming four years and promote waterfront greening projects.
x For city park development, more than 150 ha of new metropolitan and municipal parks
designed to function as green hubs will be opened by the end of fiscal 2010. By the end of
fiscal 2015, more than 300 ha of parkland will have been developed.
x For marine park development, 30 ha of new parks will be developed by the end of 2010 by
promoting the development of the Umi-no-Mori Park and park improvement in conjunction
with the waterfront subcenter development.
x For waterfront greening, TMG will promote riverbank greenery with low-lying river
development projects. The government will also undertake greening projects, concurrently
with medium and small river development projects, environmental management projects for
already renovated rivers and with canal development in Tokyo Bay. This should achieve a
90% green coverage of embankment length, etc. by the end of fiscal 2015.

Major City Park Sites
Hachikokuyama
Ryokuchi

Noyamakita & Rokudozan
Parks

Higashi-fushimi
Park

Johoku Chuo
Park

Toneri Park

Mizumoto Park

Rokusen Park
Shinozaki
Park

Koganei Park

Naganuma Park
Ukita Park

Musashinonomori
Park

Legend (Project sites for the 10-Year Plan)
Major metropolitan parks

Sakuragaoka
Jindai
Park
Shokubutsu
Park
Soshigaya
Park
Oyamada
Greenery Park

Major leasehold parks

Tokyo Rinkai Disaster Prevention
National Government Park

Wadabori
Park

Tokyo Waterfront Disaster
Prevention National Government
Park
Major municipal parks

[Park development in line with a riverside improvement project]

To be completed
in fiscal 2010

Integrated development of the Edogawa Super
Bank and Tokyo Metropolitan Mizumoto Park

Sumidagawa Super Bank
(Chuo Ward)
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{ Create and expand “environmental axes” concurrently with road
development projects, where lush spaces of sweeping greenery are
formed in succession
x “Environmental axes” are designed to create connected corridors of lush greenery that
cannot be achieved with urban facilities, by combining parks, roads and rivers with greenery
created through urban development.
x To create environmental axes, TMG will firstly embark on an initiative in selected areas
along the No. 2 Kanjo Road now under construction. The road constitutes the central runway
of the “green road network” described in the “10-Year Plan.” Later on, the government will
select moderately developed areas as priority districts, with due consideration paid to
progress of urban infrastructure development projects. By promoting these measures steadily,
a metropolitan-wide “green urban area network” can be created.

Connect

Expand

x Development focused
on continuity

x Create expansive greenery
x Create greenery and open
space

Protect and nurture
x

Conservation of greenery on
slopes and in homestead
woodland

Illustration showing the creation of environmental axes

Urban roads
authorized in city plan

Environmental axes

Rivers, etc.
Parks and green space

Illustration of future environmental axis network
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Policy III: Establish community green hubs by intensive use of the
school ground grassing project
TMG will promote a project to turf the grounds of public elementary and junior high schools, as
well as kindergartens, nursery schools and private schools to create greenery close to children. Thus,
TMG aims to create and maintain 300 ha of new green areas in total in ten years.
Among public elementary and junior high schools in Tokyo’s Suginami Ward, Izumi Elementary
School has already planted grass on their school grounds. The grass has had the effect of improving
the heat environment and keeping down the dust. It has also stimulated the children’s willingness to
exercise and contributed to their emotional stability. Moreover, the grass school field has given
schoolchildren the opportunity to think about the natural environment and has helped unite the local
community.
To promote and maintain the grassing over of the grounds of schools and kindergartens, it is
important to retain the enthusiasm of children and teachers and to obtain the understanding and
cooperation of parents, neighborhood associations and other local community members. In addition,
the advice of experts, well-versed in grassing over school grounds, is crucial.

{ Train “Grass Leaders (tentative)” to serve as coordinators in
managing and maintaining grassed-over school grounds and
organize “lawn supporters”
x The key to successful grass planting programs in schools is effective utilization of
community resources and formulation of a framework in which experts can provide timely
and appropriate advice on the maintenance and management of grassed areas in schools. For
this, TMG will train “Grass Leaders (tentative)” who will serve as coordinators for
maintaining and managing grassed-over school grounds and grassed areas in local
communities.
x In addition, TMG will create a system to register, introduce and dispatch “school ground
green keepers (tentative)” who are trained in looking after grassed-over school grounds.
x To ensure that the government’s support for local communities and municipal governments
is properly implemented at actual grass planting sites, TMG will organize “lawn supporters.”
 Benefits from grassing over school grounds
Students’ opinions
“Ground covered with grass is soft and
comfortable.”
“When you fall on the grass, it doesn’t hurt.”
Parents’ opinions
“My child plays outside more often.”
“My child talks about school more at home.”
“My child looks forward to going school.”
Teachers’ opinions
“Grass is highly effective in making students
happier.”
“This effectiveness shows up in a decrease in
injuries.”
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Grassed-over school grounds of Suginami Ward
Izumi Elementary School

{ Establish a grassed-over school ground promotion council made up
of school staff and grass experts
x In recent years, it is more difficult for
children in urban areas to find a place to play
outside and therefore their physical strength
has steadily been decreasing. It also has a
negative impact on children’s physical and
psychological health, such as poor athletic
ability and short concentration span.

Council for promoting the grassing over
of school grounds to enhance the health
and physical strength of students
Collecting
information
Publicity
and PR

x To address these problems, TMG established
Public elementary
and junior high
a council for promoting grassing over school
schools in Tokyo
grounds to enhance the health and physical
strength of students, recognizing the
advantages of grassing over school grounds
from the educational point of view. The
Major objectives
• Educate the public on the effects and positive impacts
council, comprised of school staff and grass
of grassing over school grounds on the physical and
experts, is designed as a mechanism to make
mental health of students
•
Programs to enhance children’s health and physical
full use of the grass planting projects for
strength
school education, such as to enhance
students’ health and physical strength. The council will examine the impacts and effects of
grassing over school grounds on the physical and mental well-being of students, introduce
enlightenment activities, courses to overcome obstacles to planting grass, and establish a
network of concerned parties and activities to enhance children’s health and physical
strength.

{ Introduce the project to kindergartens, nursery schools and private schools
x Benefits of grassing over school grounds in the cultivation of aesthetic sentiment and in
mitigating heat island phenomena are not only enjoyed by public elementary and junior high
schools. It is preferable that providing children with opportunities to come into contact and
become familiar with grass from a young age will enhance their health and physical strength
in the early stages.
x Therefore, TMG will actively promote the grassing over of the grounds of private schools,
kindergartens and nursery schools, in addition to public elementary and junior high schools.

Kindergarten play area
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Policy IV: Use ingenuity to create and conserve greenery
For people to recognize greenery as part of their lives and to enjoy its benefits, it is necessary to
increase the number of well-designed green areas that people can be around on a daily basis
wherever possible.
Meanwhile, existing important urban greenery, such as farmland and homestead woodlands are in
danger of disappearing. Preserving these green areas is a pressing issue.
We must work hard to create and preserve greenery using all our ingenuity with the concerted
efforts of residents, companies and local governments.

{ Create a total of 400 ha of green space by greening rooftops, wall surfaces,
railroad areas, parking lots and all other possible urban spaces
In urban spaces in Tokyo, there are many open spaces where greenery can be planted, including
rooftops, wall surfaces, unused land, railroad areas and parking lots. TMG aspires to create new
areas of greenery by devising greening methodologies for these spaces.
x For buildings being constructed or renovated, the need to produce a greening plan will be
reinforced to promote further greening. By operating the greening plan system
simultaneously with formulating guidelines for creating areas of greenery in unused public
lots, TMG will create well-designed green spaces and ensure continuity, fitting in with the
landscape and surrounding cityscape.
x TMG will take the lead in encouraging the planting of greenery in all possible vacant spaces
at its offices, schools and hospital premises and in areas adjacent to roads, railroad areas and
parking lots.
x For the greening of Tokyo metropolitan facilities, TMG will set forth “guidelines for the
introduction of energy-saving and renewable energy facilities (tentative).” This will lay
down greening guidelines that are consistent with other environmental considerations and
that take into consideration building structures, to create more attractive greenery.
x TMG will optimize the use of its own resources to actively promote greening. For example,
when TMG leases its unused land to a third party as a parking lot, the government will
include greening requirements in the leasing contract.
x TMG will encourage voluntary initiatives by private enterprises by publicizing pioneering
and model programs for companies, introducing leading-edge greening technologies and
conducting events for business matching.

Rooftop greening on a shopping
mall building

Wall surface greening at
Omotesando Hills
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{ Reinforce guidance and regulations for greening
For urban development, it is more important than ever to secure and create substantial quantity and
quality of green areas. To this end, TMG will make effective use of guidance and regulations.
[Introduction of distinctive evaluation methods that would reward greening efforts by the
private sector]
x By using the “Evaluation and Recognition System for Green Areas (tentative)” that certifies
and commends outstanding greening plans and achievements, TMG aims to create abundant
greenery that improves the landscape and alleviates heat island phenomena.
x For greening programs implemented concurrently with development projects under urban
development systems, such as integrated design, distinctive evaluation methods will be
introduced according to the progress of the greening activities in vacant areas open to the
public, in order to enhance the effects of encouraging greening efforts.
[Tightening the green plan system]
x The green plan system will be tightened by revising the Tokyo Metropolitan Nature
Conservation Ordinance to reinforce the requirements for greening in constructing,
expanding and renovating buildings. In addition, we will examine whether it is appropriate
to require notification of the development of built-for-sale houses larger than a certain size.
[Use of tax system to promote greening]
x Costs of reinforcement work and maintenance have been a major impediment to greening
existing buildings, and from this aspect greening has lagged behind. To address this situation,
TMG will introduce an evaluation system for rooftop greening and examine measures for
promoting rooftop greening projects and other greening efforts by using tax incentives for
outstanding green undertakings.

{ Utilize and reinforce systems to protect urban green areas and
greenery in forests and hilly areas
It is crucially important not only to create new green areas, but also to conserve dwindling existing
greenery. TMG will use a wide array of methods to preserve existing green areas.
[Secure green resources in urban areas]
x Green resources remaining in urban areas, such as homestead woodland, form a comfortable
urban environment and ideal landscape. Such greenery continues to be lost through trade
and inheritance of land.
x TMG will revise the Tokyo Metropolitan Nature Conservation Ordinance to tighten
development standards, such as public green space standards and rules on remaining green
spaces. It will introduce a framework to ensure proper maintenance and management of
green areas after development.
x For green areas in need of urgent conservation measures, TMG will introduce all possible
measures, including collaboration with the ward and city governments, and use of urban
planning methods and the Conservation Area System.
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[Conservation and utilization of farmland in urban areas]
x Farmland in areas where urbanization is being promoted is decreasing year by year and
approximately 1,400 hectares of farmland was lost in the previous decade. To preserve urban
farmland as valuable areas of green that are integral to our lives, it is important for residents
of Tokyo to recognize the multiple roles that farmland plays in our lives and the
environment.
x TMG will examine support measures, such as experienced-based farms, making irrigation
ditches available to public access, and the development of footpaths, in order to utilize
farmland in urban development through cooperation between residents and farmers.
x By utilizing a system of public green areas, TMG will examine whether it is possible for
public entities to lease homestead woodland areas and parts of farmlands as centers for use
by residents. It will also review the use of the privately-established park system to secure
farming space, regarding farmland as an important aspect of urban planning.
x TMG will propose and request reductions in inheritance tax, so that the land used for farm
buildings and homestead woodland can be conserved along with farmland.

Experience-based farm
(students’ farm)

Forest conservation activity
by volunteers

[Regeneration and conservation of forests and hilly areas]
x TMG will regenerate deserted artificial forests in the Tama area populated with Japanese
cedar and cypress, and transform it into a beautiful forest with a mixture of conifer and
broad leafed trees.
x It will restore forests damaged by deer and take measures to reduce the deer population to an
appropriate size. To preserve proper management of forests, TMG will encourage the use of
timber produced in the Tama area.
x TMG will ensure that forests and hilly areas in urgent need of protective measures are
conserved through collaboration with municipal governments and by use of the
Conservation Area System.
x To improve the quality of green resources, TMG will actively undertake green conservation
activities in collaboration with companies and NPOs. It will invigorate conservation
activities by making opportunities to participate more accessible to residents.
x TMG will implement measures to instill the importance of greenery, prevent illegal acts and
improve people’s way of using green areas to preserve abundant greenery. It will step up the
Tokyo park ranger program that plays a comprehensive role in connecting nature and people
in the locality.
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4. Promotion of the 10-Year Project for Green Tokyo
• The 10-Year Project for Green Tokyo aims at restoring the beauty of Tokyo as a metropolis
surrounded by a corridor of water and greenery. It aspires to create a network connecting existing
and new areas of greenery in Tokyo.
• To the full implemention of the 10-Year Project for Green Tokyo, there has been round-table
discussion in the five working groups under the Headquarters for Promotion of Green Urban
Development established this January. This Basic Policy for the 10-Year Project for Green Tokyo
summarizes the results of the debate and sets the direction for our initiative.
• Based on this policy, TMG will provide a new impetus to the 10-Year Project for Green Tokyo
by concentrated and full engagement.

Vast greenery in Yoyogi Park
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